Indian Laser Association
Dear Corporate Partners,
Warm greetings from the Indian Laser Association!
It is our pleasure to cordially invite you in the forthcoming National Laser Symposium (NLS-27)
to be held during 3rd Dec to 6th Dec, 2018 at RRCAT, Indore. This is the premier symposium
on lasers in India that is attended by over 450 participants and covers presentations addressing
recent developments in physics and technology of lasers, as well as use of lasers in various
areas, including industry and medicine. Corporate partners are important part of the success of
the symposium. We invite your enterprise to increase your disclosure to the participants.
The information regarding exhibits during NLS-27 pertaining to stall for exhibitors during
National Laser Symposium are as follows:
Typical stall size

6 sq. meter (3m x 2m)

Stall charges
Registration

Rs.40,000/- per stall
(15% discount on the stall charges for Corporate Members of ILA)
One free registration for the symposium per stall booking

Other facilities

Table, Sitting chairs, Lighting, and 5 A mains supply

Payment Details:
The Stall charges has to be paid ONLINE ONLY as per the following details:
Account name: Indian Laser Association
Account number: 34804906156 (current account)
Bank name: State Bank of India
Branch: RRCAT, Sukhniwas branch, Indore
Branch code: 8484
Branch IFS Code: SBIN0008484
Swift Code: SBININBB570
Note: Since ILA is non-commercial body, therefore it does not come under the liability
of GST.
The transaction fee confirmation for stall booking should be sent over email to the following:
ilaexhibitor@gmail.com

R&D Block-B, Raja Ramanna Centre for Advanced Technology, P.O.: RRCAT, Indore 452 013, M.P.
Phone: +91-731-2488388, Fax: +91-731-248-8380 E Mail:ila.rrcat@gmail.com

URL: http://www.ila.org.in

Corporate House have been extending their cooperation open-handedly by sponsoring various
events of Symposium. These events are sponsored either partially or completely. ILA would
appreciate sponsorship for events like cultural evening, awards for best thesis best poster and
participants' kits, etc. For the major sponsoring company, ILA will provide two exhibition stalls
free. In addition, two free registrations to the symposium for the sponsoring company along with
hyperlink to the sponsor company's website from the NLS-27.
“Indian Laser Association invite Corporate House to become Life Member for acquiring
additional benefits for the events collaborated by us.”

Exhibit Area Layout (tentative)

I look forward to your active participation in the exhibition during forthcoming NLS-27.
For any specific query pertaining to the exhibition you can contact us on the below details.

With Warm Regards,
Dr. Manoj Kumar

For any query contact:
Dr. Manoj Kumar

Mr. Pankaj Bhargava

General Secretary, ILA

Treasurer, ILA

0731-2488388/8349973385

0731-2488389/9630117190

